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WAREHOUSE + DISTRIBUTION CENTER

Warehouses and distribution centers are the backbone of commerce, and it is essential to equip them with proper ventilation equipment. S&P Ventilation equipment will keep employees and visitors safe and comfortable, while ensuring that materials and machinery are well-ventilated. S&P USA is well suited to meet these needs with a wide range of reliable and efficient products. With the customer expectation of quick delivery, warehouse/distribution centers are increasing in quantity to be closer to the customer.

EXAMPLE:

Sports Beverage Facility

WHY IS IT IMPORTANT?

- Ventilation keeps the working space comfortable and safe.
- Many items give off fumes and gases that can negatively impact worker safety and performance. Ensuring proper ventilation is crucial for employee safety.
- Goods are kept in better condition when they are in properly ventilated spaces.

WHERE TO USE S&P PRODUCTS:

- **General Ventilation**
  - **UBS-P** Belt Drive Upblast Propeller Roof Exhaust Fan
  - **MDX-ES24VK** Motorized Damper and EnviroSense Control
- **Bathroom**
  - **PC Series or FF** Ceiling Ventilator
- **Aisle Circulation**
  - **TJFU or LCE or LCEA48150H** High Velocity Aisle Circulating Fan
- **Outside Air Solution**
  - **MDX-ES24VK or TD or reFresh or TR** General Supply Fan
  - **HREB or HRSB/HRSB-F** General Exhaust Fan
- **Outside Air Solution**
  - **MDX-ES24VK or TD or reFresh or TR** General Supply Fan
  - **HREB or HRSB/HRSB-F** General Exhaust Fan

**WHAT IS ECOWATT?**

S&P has developed the Ecowatt® standard to classify energy-efficient products that use Electronically Commutated (EC) or Direct Current (DC) motors. Models that fall under this standard have a certified performance through AMCA (Air Movement & Control Association International, Inc.) or HVI (Home Ventilating Institute). If the product is designed for residential applications the model must be ENERGY STAR® qualified.

**PRODUCTS OF NOTE**

- **MODEL AFL & GFL** Aluminum and Galvanized Fixed Louver
- **MODEL FF** Ceiling Ventilator
- **MODEL HREB-C** Hooded Propeller Roof Exhaust Fans
- **MODEL HRSB/HRSB-F** Hooded Propeller Roof Supply Fans / Filtered
- **MODEL LCE** Belt Drive Sidewall Propeller Exhaust Fans
- **MODEL LCEA48150H** High Velocity Aisle Circulating Fan
- **MDX-ES24VK** Motorized Damper and EnviroSense Control

**APPLICATIONS**

- **UBS-P** General Ventilation
- **MDX-ES24VK** General Outside Air Solution
- **Aisle Circulation**
  - **TJFU or LCE or LCEA48150H** General Aisle Circulation
- **Bathroom**
  - **PC Series or FF** General Bathroom
- **Outside Air Solution**
  - **MDX-ES24VK or TD or reFresh or TR** General Outside Air Solution